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FM NPIC WASH DC
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CONFIDENTIAL CITE NPIC 0964.
CPISR:NPIC SER:F00338UEYT MSN:00963R 24 MAY 67
DAY PHOTO. CAMER ON/OFF TIMES UNK. AMS SERIES L7014, SHEET
6149 I, 1ST ED. PACOM NORTH VIETNAM CPFL ICOD 10 APR 67.

PART I. SIGNIFICANT PHOTO INTERPRETATIONS

B. NEW TARGETS AND SIGNIFICANT CHANGES

ITM01: RR FERRY CROSSINGS (NEW) SGM:4R43 CTY:VN 201520N 1055939E
DES: TWO ADDITIONAL RAILROAD FERRY CROSSINGS HAVE BEEN CONSTRUCTED
AT NINH BINH ON THE HA NOI/VINH RAIL LINE AT 201538N 1055912E
(UTM XH030404) AND AT 201520N 1055939E (XH038399). THE PREVIOUSLY
OBSERVED RAIL FERRY CROSSING AT 201533N 1055921E (XH033403)
REMAINS SERVICEABLE. THE MAIN RAILROAD AND HIGHWAY BRIDGE AT
201535N 1055918E (XH032403) REMAINS UNSERVICEABLE. THE APPROACHES
TO THE RAIL PONTOON BRIDGE AT 201538N 1055915E (XH031404) ARE
HEAVILY INTERDICTED. THE PONTOON RAIL BRIDGE SECTIONS WERE NOT
OBSERVED IN THE AREA. THE MULTI-SPAN RAIL BY-PASS BRIDGE AT
201520N 1055942E (XH039398) IS SERVICEABLE. NO RAIL FERRYBOAT
WAS OBSERVED IN THE AREA.

PART II. OTHER PHOTO INTERPRETATIONS - NONE
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